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Sonia Acevedo suffered a 'sudden death' on New Year's Day 48 hours after jab
The 41-year-old mother-of-two worked in paediatrics at a hospital in Porto
Ms Acevedo had not suffered any adverse side-effects after being vaccinated
An autopsy is expected to take place either today or tomorrow
UPDATE: In a press release sent out on January 5th the Portuguese Ministry of
Justice advised that the preliminary results of the autopsy 'did not establish a
direct relationship with the vaccine against Covid-19'
By NATALIA PENZA FOR THE MAILONLINE
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A Portuguese health worker has died two days after getting the Pfizer coronavirus
vaccine.
Sonia Acevedo, 41, suffered a 'sudden death' at home on New Year's Day 48 hours
after receiving the jab. An autopsy is expected to take place later today or tomorrow.
The mother-of-two, who worked in paediatrics at the Portuguese Institute of
Oncology in Porto, is not said to have suffered any adverse side-effects after being
vaccinated.
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Sonia Acevedo, 41, suffered a 'sudden death' on New Year's Day just 48 hours after receiving
the jab

'She had the Covid-19 vaccine but she didn't have any symptoms. I don't know what
happened. I just want answers.
'I want to know what led to my daughter's death.'
Ms Acevedo's employers confirmed the dead woman had been vaccinated against
coronavirus on December 30 and said they had not been notified of any 'undesirable
effect' when she was jabbed or in the hours afterwards.

Kate Garraway reveals
agony after friend
suggested she LEAVE
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his illness is 'not what
she signed up for' amid
Covid battle
Meet Harry's new
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The Portuguese Institute of Oncology said in a statement: 'With regards to the
sudden death of an operational assistant from the Porto IPO on January 1, 2021, the
Board of Directors confirms the event and expresses sincere regret to family and
friends in the certainty that this loss is also felt here.'
It added: 'The explanation of the cause of death will follow the usual procedures in
these circumstances.'
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Ms Acevedo had worked at IPO Porto, a national and international reference health
institution in cancer treatment, research and education, for more than 10 years.
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Ms Acevedo worked in paediatrics at the Portuguese Institute of Oncology in Porto

Her father told Portuguese press he got the call to say she had been found dead
around 11am last Friday morning hours after they ate together on New Years Eve,
adding: 'My daughter left home and I never saw her alive again.'
Ms Acevedo's daughter Vania Figueredo said her mum had only complained about
the 'normal' discomfort in the area where she was jabbed but was otherwise fine.
The health worker was one of 538 Porto IPO workers who received the PfizerBioNTech vaccine.
Portugal's Ministry of Health has been informed.
Portugal, with a population of just over 10 million, has reported 7,118 deaths and
more than 427,000 cases.
After a relatively mild first wave, cases rose sharply in the second and have spiked
again since Christmas.
Share or comment on this article: Portuguese woman dies two days after getting
Pfizer covid vaccine
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The stars were out in force for Michael Gudinski's state memorial on Wednesday.
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Sister Wives star Meri
Brown reveals she is
not giving up on her
marriage to Kody
Brown: 'I'm just going to
keep at it, you know?'
.
Taylor Swift, The
Weeknd and BTS help
boost music industry
revenues to $21B
2020 saw a rise in
subscription streaming

Kylie Jenner's BFF
Stassie Karanikolaou is
a dream in tangerine as
stunning
Psaki refuses she
to shows
say ifoffBiden
was
figure in lingerie
after fall
The 23-year-old model
certainly drew attention

examined by doc

v

Kim Kardashian joins
forces with sisters
Khloe and Kourtney to
throw the ultimate
slumber party for the
latest Skims campaign
Striking
Kim Kardashian howls
in pain as she gets her
ear RE-PIERCED on
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SKIMS set by pal La La
Anthony: 'OW! Oh my
God!'
Ouch

Rachel Brosnahan
wears an emerald green
coat as she continues
to use her HEPA filter
umbrella on Marvelous
Mrs Maisel set
SARAH VINE: If
Meghan Markle was
wrong about the
wedding, how can we
believe anything else in
her Oprah interview?

Maya Jama looks
sensational as she
flaunts her toned figure
in a bejewelled crop top
and bralet
The TV presenter, 26,
looked great
Emily Ratajkowski
takes newborn
Sylvester out in NYC as
she straps the child to
her front... after
revealing flat post-baby
belly
Pregnant Hilary Duff
rocks a groovy greenand-white tie-dye kaftan
while shopping in Los
Angeles
Striking

David Walliams 'signs
new deal with Britain's
Got Talent' following
rumours rival Piers
Morgan was set to
replace him on the
judging panel
Britain's Got Talent
controversial comedian
Nabil Abdulrashid
'signs up for Celebrity
Masterchef'... after 3000
complaints on talent
show
Hi, I'm the new Chief
Impact Officer! 'Prince
Harry, Duke of Sussex',
lands a real job at
Silicon Valley lifecoaching firm (despite
vowing never to cash in
on his royal credentials)

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
'I swear to god Boris, I
after fall

v

will lose my marbles':
Catherine Tyldesley
urges the government
to tackle the obesity
crisis in an impassioned
plea
Pregnant Lauren
Goodger reveals she
has reconnected with
her estranged father
since announcing baby
news
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Reconnected

Katie Price 'is reported
to police AGAIN after a
neighbour claims she
was driving while
banned for a second
time'
Lizzo lets the world
know she is 'single' in
revealing new video as
she grabs her derriere
while in black lingerie
Lizzo, 32, cleared up
speculation
Former EastEnders
star Ben Hardy to make
grand return to the BBC
in gritty new drama...
after dazzling
Hollywood with
Bohemian Rhapsody
Disney's Death on the
Nile starring Armie
Hammer and Gal Gadot
is pushed back to
February 2022 amid his
cannibalism
controversy
Sir Lewis Hamilton
backs move for drivers
to STOP taking the knee
before each race - as
new guidelines are
agreed with F1 chief

Kendall Jenner shows
off her abs as she
poses in an orange bra
top and shorts... after
launching a perfume
collection with Kim
Kardashian
Sofia Richie models a
thigh-skimming blazer
dress... after ex Scott
Disick claimed she tried
to make him choose
between her and ex
Kourtney
The Office character
Toby Flenderson's
house in Sherman Oaks
for sale for a whopping
$1.1million
Owned by Toby (played
by Paul Lieberstein)
Salma Hayek reveals
she sprained her ankle
as she shares an image
her leg
afterwas
Psaki refuses with
to say
if up...
Biden
posting a swimsuit
after fall
pinup photo from her
vacation

examined by doc

v

Demi Moore cradles
two adorable pet
pooches as she
celebrates National
Puppy Day in
heartwarming post
Sweet
Love Island's Rebecca
Gormley puts on a
sultry display in skimpy
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red lingerie... as she
continues to recover
from surgery on her
injured arm

Lottie Tomlinson
sends temperatures
soaring in pink lingerie
as she marks boyfriend
Lewis Burton's 29th
birthday with a snap of
the pair locking lips
TOWIE's Yazmin
Oukhellou showcases
her jaw-dropping figure
in black lingerie after
swapping reality TV for
real estate career in
Dubai
Kelly Brook looks
stunning in a dusty blue
smock dress and knee
high boots as she heads
to Global Studios
The presenter, 41, kept
her look typically chic
All about Bethenny
Frankel's MASSIVE
diamond engagement
ring! The bauble from
Paul Bernon is worth
about $3million and has
at least 20 carats
Zac Efron and Russell
Crowe are set to star in
adaptation of Vietnam
war memoir The
Greatest Beer Run Ever
from Green Book
director Peter Farrelly
An open-plan kitchen,
plush furniture and a
spacious garden with a
disco ball horse statue:
Gemma Collins gives
fans a glimpse into her
Essex 'dream' home
Warner Bros will
screen its movies in
theaters FIRST in 2022
after striking deal with
Cineworld, ending
strategy that saw new
films stream on HBO
Max on same day as
cinema release
Hollyoaks SPOILER:
Mercedes cheats on her
husband Sylver AGAIN
with his daughter's
while
Psaki refuses boyfriend
to say ifRomeo
Biden
was
Maxine is hit by a van in
after fall
tense scenes

examined by doc

v

Katharine McPhee, 36,
looks slender in a
double-denim belted
outfit... less than ONE
MONTH after welcoming
son Rennie with David
Foster, 71
Black Widow and
Cruella headed to the
big screen AND
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Disney+... as release
dates for numerous
films are pushed back
One to watch

Kate Hudson's
daughter Rani, two,
does a morning
meditation in her PJs
alongside dad Danny
Fujikawa: 'That was so
good!'
Rebekah Vardy looks
radiant as she poses in
a personalised denim
jacket with her initials
after revealing she has
had therapy to cope
with online abuse
RHONY season 13
trailer teases nudity,
partying, and NO
MASKS... as newbie
Eboni K. Williams calls
out Ramona Singer for
calling staff 'the help'
Emily Andre reflects
on the moment she
found a lump in her
breast in 2017 as she
discusses Sarah
Harding's cancer battle

'Hello spring': Love
Island's Sophie Piper
flaunts her incredible
figure in lemon yellow
lingerie as she basks in
the sunlight
Wow
Al Pacino transforms
into Aldo Gucci as his
character is hauled into
a car outside a gym as
stars shoot new film
House Of Gucci in
Rome
Demi Lovato says
revealing she was raped
at 15 in her new
docuseries was
'liberating': 'It let that
anger inside of me
dissolve'
Inside Bethenny
Frankel and Jason
Hoppy's bitter EIGHT
year divorce: A look
back at RHONY star's
tumultuous marriage
and custody battle

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
after fall
Kenya Moore

v

apologizes for her
'disrespectful'
Halloween costume...
after 'warrior princess'
look causes cultural
appropriation drama
Love Island's Molly
Smith puts on a sizzling
display in white lace
lingerie as she scrapes
her hair back into a
sleek high ponytail for
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glam snap

Winnie Harlow is all
legs in a black miniskirt
and stylish striped
ensemble as she heads
to a dinner date with
friends in Beverly Hills
Wow
Vogue Williams looks
ready for spring in
cream blazer and ripped
jeans as she leaves
work at Global Studios

'It floored me!'
Michelle Mone, 49,
reveals she has been
stricken with COVID-19
for two weeks after
testing positive for the
virus
Coronation Street's
Johnny Briggs to be
honoured with an ITV
special reflecting on his
30-year stint as Mike
Baldwin on the soap after the actor's death
aged 85
Lady Victoria Hervey
puts on a stylish display
in a white jacket and
skinny jeans as she
goes shopping and
takes her dog
D'artagnan for a stroll
Kaia Gerber displays
her svelte pins in
leggings as she bundles
up to get some exercise
at a Pilates class in LA
Kaia was spotted out and
about
Rihanna looks every
inch the cool tourist as
she works an edgy
black jacket for bike
ride around funky
Venice Beach

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle's chief
of staff and executive
director of Archewell
'wanted out' and left her
role after 'having to fulfil
more work than her job
spec', insiders claim
Rochelle Humes

Psaki refuses admits
to say
if Biden
examined by doc
having
a babywas
in
lockdown has been
after fall

v

'weird' - but says it's
given her a maternity
leave for the first time

Kourtney Kardashian
uses the L word! Travis
Barker shares 'I love
you' note from his
girlfriend... after her ex
Scott Disick said she is
a 'priority'
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Katy Perry looks on in
horror as American Idol
contestant collapses on
stage and is rushed to
hospital during the
judge's critique

Kate Garraway
remains upbeat as she
signs on at Smooth
radio ahead of
heartbreaking fly-onthe-wall documentary
Finding Derek
Katie Price relies on a
pink glittery zimmer
frame as she and her
injured Carl Woods
move out of her rented
Surrey home after it
'sells for £1.2m'
TOWIE's Ella Rae Wise
wears a tiny tuxedo
dress to pick up coffee
with love interest Pete
Wicks as Clelia
Theodorou hits the gokart track
Bethenny Frankel is
engaged! The RHONY
veteran, 50, 'will wed'
Paul Bernon, 42, as she
flashes diamond
engagement ring... after
finalizing divorce from
Jason Hoppy
'I'm campaigning
heavily': Roman Kemp
reveals he's on a
mission to get his
Spandau Ballet star dad
Martin on I'm a Celebrity
for his 60th birthday
Jamie Foxx looks like
he's making a return to
music as he shoots a
video in Downtown LA...
after news he'll be
playing Mike Tyson in a
limited series
Jesy Nelson displays
her taut midriff in a
black crop-top and an
Air Jordan ensemble in
sizzling 90s-inspired
snap

William and Kate visit
vaccination centre at
Westminster Abbey to
praise efforts of those
behind jab drive as
nation falls silent on
lockdown anniversary
'F*** people who don't

their if
dogs
on a was examined by doc
Psaki refuses have
to say
Biden
lead!' Rebel Wilson
after fall
suffers a nasty accident

v

while cycling around
London as she shares
photo of her injured leg
'It would get me out of
the house:' Holly
Willoughby reveals
socialising at 'mum
groups' was one the
'most important' things
that helped her as a new
parent
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NBA YoungBoy in
federal custody after
being arrested in LA
due to outstanding
warrant as rapper 'fled
the scene and was
tracked by K-9 unit'
Love Island star Olivia
Attwood's footballer
fiance Bradley Dack is
banned from driving for
12 months after he was
caught speeding on M5
in his Land Rover
Music executive and
friend of Bob Dylan
Sally Grossman who
appeared on his album
cover and was at the
heart of an enduring
rock mystery over
singer's motorbike
crash dies aged 81
Saweetie shows off
her sizzling physique in
a cut-out jumpsuit as
she poses in series of
stylish beach looks for
new photo shoot

'I didn't realise how
good I really looked!'
Frankie Essex shows
off 2st weight loss
which she achieved in
just 12 weeks after
hitting 'rock bottom'
Pregnant Lauren
Goodger and beau
Charles Drury share the
heartwarming moment
they discover they're
having a girl in sweet
gender reveal clip
The Crown's Josh
O'Connor smoulders in
brooding campaign for
Bulgari as he models
series of snazzy
watches as UK brand
ambassador

EXCLUSIVE Paul
McCartney, 78,
sunbathes on the beach
while wife Nancy
Shevell, 61, displays her
figure in a swimsuit as
the couple enjoy a
getaway to St. Barts

'It just fills your heart':
Lacey Turner says her
daughter Dusty is 'an
amazing but incredibly
bossy' big sister to their
newborn son Trilby Fox

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
after fall
Kate Middleton dons a

v

£3K Catherine Walker
coat for visit to
Westminster Abbey
vaccination centre with
Prince William to pay
tribute to frontline staff
Anya Taylor-Joy admits
she STILL hasn't
grasped the success of
her acclaimed role in
The Queen's Gambit in
glamorous Vanity Fair
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shoot

Kris Jenner admits
she didn't know how to
manage money and had
'never paid a bill' until
her first divorce: 'That
was the turning point
for me'

Reisen günstig
buchen!
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Wir bieten mehr Urlaub für weniger
Geld!

hofer-reisen.at

Smart & Safe Home
Finde jetzt Sicherheitstechnik für
dein Zuhause bei Conrad!

conrad.ch

Günstige Software
kaufen
Aktuelle Softwareprodukte zum
einmaligen Fixpreis. Jetzt sichern!

vollversion-software.de

LIVE TOP
STORIES
TOP STORIES

SHOWBIZ

SPORT

Priti Patel doesn't rule out sending
asylum seekers abroad to be…
Sky News · 2hrs agSee more versions

New ‘Kill the Bill’ clashes in
Bristol as riot police arrest 14…
Metro · 2hrs ago

See more versions

Tug boats work to free giant
container
stuck in Suez…
Psaki refuses to say if Biden
wasship
examined
by doc
Reuters · 7hrs ago See more versions
after fall

v

New royal baby joy
Daily Mirror · 2hrs aSee more versions

UK Covid live news: Patel defends
PM after he claims capitalist…
The Guardian · 48m
See more versions

George Segal of The Goldbergs
and Who's Afraid of Virginia…
Sky News · 6hrs agSee more versions
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Hundreds of desperate Irish
MailOnline · 2hrs ag
See more versions

Slump in clothes prices causes
surprise UK inflation dip
Reuters · 3hrs ago See more versions

Big banks’ trillion-dollar finance
for fossil fuels ‘shocking’, says…
The Guardian · 5hrSee more versions

Boulder gunman asked police for
his mother at shooting scene
The Independent
See more versions
Click here
to view ·more

MORE DON'T MISS
Cardi B says she
'prays with a passion'
after THAT raunchy
performance of WAP at
the Grammys: 'I know
I'm ghetto a** hell but
my faith in God is too
strong'
Is this more proof
Meghan Markle wants to
be first woman US
president? Duke and
Duchess team up with
Genevieve Roth who
worked on Hillary
Clinton's 2016 election
campaign
Caprice flashes her
bra as she attempts
handstands in the park
during yoga session
after receiving her first
coronavirus jab

Kate has 'been there'
for Prince William and
'sympathises with his
upset and anger' as he
deals with the fallout of
Prince Harry and
Meghan's interview,
royal expert claims
Hollywood actor Hugh
Jackman celebrates his
beloved dog Allegra as
he marks National
Puppy Day

Inside Stacey
Solomon's new home:
Loose Women star and
Joe Swash move into
plush Essex pad
featuring a library and
2.5 acres of land
Ant Middleton is
escorted to mandatory
quarantine as he lands
at Sydney airport with
his SAS Australia coafter being axed
Psaki refuses stars
to say
if Biden was
from the UK edition of
the show
after fall

examined by doc

v

Happy birthday,
Princess Eugenie!
Royals shares
throwback of Queen's
granddaughter beaming
at Royal Ascot as the
new mother turns 31
Demi Lovato reveals
she wanted to 'give up'
on sobriety after
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reading a 'triggering'
story calling her
'morbidly obese'

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Petra
Ecclestone in privacy
swipe at Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle
Having a dig at fellow
California residents
Iris Law masters Soo
Catwoman's edgy
haircut as she and
Maisie Williams are
seen in character for the
first time on the set of
Sex Pistols drama
Age-defying William
Shatner reunites with
ex-wife Elizabeth Martin
for his 90th birthday
weekend in California

Kate Winslet says
she's been grilled about
the lesbian sex scenes
in new film Ammonite
more than ANY of her
other movies

Ashley Roberts puts
on a VERY leggy display
in a black faux-leather
playsuit as she makes a
glamorous exit from
Heart FM

'I sat outside the
hospital all night': AJ
Pritchard fights back
tears as he details
'seeing someone he
loves on fire' after
girlfriend Abbie's
horrific accident
Jessica Simpson says
she was 'saddened
beyond belief' when
Nick Lachey started
dating after their split in
new entries to her
memoir
Ant Middleton reveals
the forthcoming season
of SAS Australia is
'going to up the ante'...
as the Chief Instructor
enters 14-day hotel
quarantine

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
'I wake at 6am, hear
after fall
my daughter scream,

v

curse my wife for
having a lie in, and
realise we're out of
bread': Men mock
Orlando Bloom's cringe
account into his LA life
Chiara Ferragni gives
birth to baby girl:
Influencer and husband
Fedez announce arrival
of second child Vittoria
with sweet photo
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Gwyneth Paltrow
admits she 'never
wanted to get divorced'
from Chris Martin - but
through 'focusing on
accountability' has
found the 'most
amazing man' in
husband Brad Falchuk
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle admit
they DIDN'T marry in
secret three days before
Royal wedding: Couple
finally correct Oprah
claims two weeks after
bombshell interview
Jack Whitehall's
girlfriend Roxy Horner
raises eyebrows by
showing off new blonde
curls after getting her
hair done - despite
salons being closed
Amanda Holden looks
effortlessly chic in a
white shirt and a
matching midi skirt as
she leaves Heart FM

Dancing on Ice's
Vanessa Bauer shows
off a lot of skin as she
models VERY racy seethrough thong bodysuit
from Rihanna's
collection

EXCLUSIVE Rebel
Wilson shows off 30kg
weight loss in formfitting black ensemble
as she steps out
following bike accident
in London

Sherrie Hewson
breaks down in tears
over the death of her
brother Brett and
discusses how she is
dealing with grief in TV
appearance
EOTB's Ashley Cain
arrives in hospital with
his his baby daughter
Azaylia and reveals she
is having a bone
marrow test to see if
she is leukaemia free

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
after fall

v

Kylie Jenner clears up
'false narrative'
surrounding crowd
funding makeup artist's
medical bills... after fans
accuse her of not doing
enough to help
'I can now change
nappies': Professor
Green gives fans a baby
update after 'scare after
scare' during Karima
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McAdams' dramatic
pregnancy

'She really enjoys her
work!' Downton Abbey's
Jim Carter says his
daughter Bessie 'had a
wonderful time' filming
Bridgerton and is
'thrilled' the show was
such a 'huge success'
Married At First Sight's
Mick Gould says he
would 'rather jump in
stinging nettles' than
'waste' another minute
with ex-wife Jessika
Power
Helena Bonham
Carter, 54, gazes
adoringly at boyfriend
Rye Dag Holmboe, 33,
as they link arms during
cosy walk

Demi Rose sizzles in a
series of barely-there
bikinis as she answers
her fans' burning
questions

Iskra Lawrence reveals
she has been spat at in
the street and had her
breast groped in a
nightclub as she details
horrifying harassment
she has faced
Emmerdale set to air
its first big stunt since
the pandemic began as
one character is KILLED
OFF after Mandy and
Paul's wedding takes a
deadly turn
Tracy Beaker's Dani
Harmer says she has
had depression since
she was 14 and
'wouldn't have coped'
with social media as
she reflects on online
abuse
'Oh gosh!': Brooklyn
Beckham teases mum
Victoria as he channels
his inner Posh by
singing Spice Girls' Say
You'll Be There on face
swap app

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
after fall

v

Victoria Beckham puts
on a typically stylish
display in a checkered
co-ord as she models
pieces from her new
collection

Saira Khan, 50,
squeezes her 'jelly belly'
in PJs before switching
into a crop top and
leggings as she
prepares for her daily
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walk

Line Of Duty's
pioneering breakout
star: How marketing
executive's son Tommy
Jessop went from
acting in school plays to
starring in a BAFTAnominated film - and is
the first actor with
Down's syndrome to
play Hamlet
Cara Delevingne
shows off her toned
figure in blue work out
gear as she shares fun
snaps from Puma shoot

Anna Kendrick wears
a 'claustrophobic' space
suit and oxygen mask in
first shots for her lead
role in sci-fi thriller
Stowaway

Frankie Bridge rushed
son Parker, 7, to
hospital after he began
gasping for air while
suffering from another
croup attack

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her jaw
dropping proportions in
a silver thong bikini for
Good American's
'yummiest swim
collection'
'It has been a privilege
and an honour to work
alongside you': Dr Alex
George heaps praise on
his NHS colleagues as
he marks one year since
lockdown began with
throwback snap
'I'd love another child':
Kirsty Gallacher, 45,
says she's 'completely
ready' to try for a baby
and reveals she's in a
new relationship with a
mystery boyfriend
'I still don't know how
Gandalf came my way!'
Sir Ian McKellen reveals
he landed his iconic
Lord Of The Rings role
otherifactors
turned
refuses after
to say
Biden
was
it down

Psaki
after fall

examined by doc

v

'Another day of saving
my life': Tom Parker
shares an inspiring
behind-the-scenes
photo from his brave
fight against a terminal
brain tumour
Katie Price's ex Kieran
Hayler shares a glimpse
of his pregnant fiancée
Michelle Penticost's
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growing bump after
celebrating his 34th
birthday

Justin and Hailey
Bieber coordinate in
brightly colored
sweatshirts as they
enjoy an oceanside
lunch date at Nobu
MAFS' Elizabeth
Sobinoff reveals her
plump pout as she goes
makeup free... after
addressing rumours
she and Seb Guilhaus
are back together
Bridgerton star
Phoebe Dynevor has
'grown close' to Ariana
Grande's ex Pete
Davidson after he flies
from New York to her
hometown
Critics were thrilled
by Line Of Duty so why
were viewers nodding
off and baffled by an
incomprehensible plot,
asks CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS
Kim Kardashian
supports her 'baby'
Demi Lovato at the
drive-in premiere of her
YouTube docuseries

Heidi Klum, 47, dances
in a gold mini-dress as
her cheeky husband
Tom Kaulitz, 31,
playfully swats her
bottom in funny clip

Roxy Jacenko suffers
devastating damage to
her multimillion dollar
home amid Sydney's
torrential downpour

Michelle Keegan and
Mark Wright share a
first look at plans for
their palatial 'dream
home' as works get
underway on their new
£1.3m abode
'The
firstifnight
was was examined by doc
Psaki refuses to
say
Biden
terrifying': Harry Potter
after fall
star Rupert Grint admits

v

he was gripped by fear
in early days as a dad
and checked his
daughter was breathing
Rumer Willis looks
fabulous in skintight
nude outfit and
patterned jacket as she
runs errands in West
Hollywood
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Demi Lovato
showcases her
cleavage in a plunging
jacket-dress for
premiere of YouTube
documentary series
Dancing With The Devil
Katy Perry wonders
aloud about singing
with Taylor Swift during
duets episode on
American Idol

Bella Hadid bares her
back (and her injured
knee) in red-sequin
gown for Vogue rooftop
shoot in NYC
Wow!

Ruby Rose reacts to
Wallis Day taking over
her Kate Kane role in
The CW's Batwoman: 'I
have nothing but good
vibes'

Cardi B goes into
laughing fit while rolling
along gorgeous ocean
water on a massive
inflatable water bike...
as she celebrates Up
hitting No. 1
'Bliss': Kelly Rowland
poses with eyes shut as
she snuggles with baby
son Noah in sweet
Instagram snap

Kate Garraway is
prepared to quit GMB to
care for Derek and
reveals she video calls
the hospital at dinner so
they can eat as a family
amid his Covid battle
Dawn chanting, 'brain
fuel', nudity, passion for
aliens... after penning a
hilarious diary, how
Orlando Bloom is giving
America a lesson in
English eccentricity
Chris Pratt is full of
personality as he films
himself 'going crazy' in
his trailer while on the
set of The Terminal List

American Idol: Katy
Perry calls herself
'tough mom' after
refuses confronting
to say if Liahona
Biden was
Olayan over effort

Psaki
after fall

examined by doc

v

Ken Jeong donates
$50K to the families of
the Atlanta shooting
victims

William H. Macy, 71,
cuts a cool figure as he
zips around Studio City
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on his motorcycle in a
trendy leather jacket

Nicole Scherzinger
looks incredible in a
lemon bikini as she
enjoys a family day out
at the beach with her
sister Keala and three
nieces
Demi Lovato poses for
mind-bending visuals in
Paper Magazine... after
saying she's 'Califorina
sober' while discussing
her journey post
overdose
Chrissy Teigen shares
a few hilariously bad
business ideas with
Kris Jenner before they
unveil their new
cleaning products line
Safely in new ad
Jordana Brewster
steps out in an eye
catching pink coat while
grabbing coffee with her
son Rowan in
Brentwood

Brie Bella shows off
her 'treasure marks' in
bare belly selfie seven
months after welcoming
second child

Ellen DeGeneres
reveals she found her
wife Portia de Rossi on
the ground in extreme
pain before rushing her
to the hospital for an
emergency
appendectomy
Scott Disick, 37,
sports stripes while
Amelia Hamlin, 19, opts
for a little black
jumpsuit while
shopping at Maxfield
Gallery in West
Hollywood
Andy Dick spotted at
dinner with his
roommate... after they
were seen kissing
during his engagement
to personality Elisa
refuses Jordana
to say if Biden was

Psaki
after fall

examined by doc

v

Dolph Lundgren, 63,
and fiancee Emma
Krokdal, 24, share a
kiss while stepping out
in West Hollywood

Minka Kelly heads out
for a hike on Mulholland
Drive with her adorable
dog Fred
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The Falcon and the
Winter Soldier's debut
episode is the most
watched season
premiere EVER on
Disney+ and has beaten
both WandaVision and
The Mandalorian
AJ Pritchard reveals
girlfriend Abbie
Quinnen will be left with
'scars' but hopes they'll
'heal in time' after she
needed three skin grafts
following 'traumatic' fire
accident
Selena Gomez posts
cozy selfies with BFF
Taylor Swift during a
girls' night in as she
writes 'kinda missin this
one'

The Voice: Blake
Shelton sways singer
from Kelly Clarkson by
alluding to friendship
with Adam Levine

Jennifer Hudson
shows off her legs in
split-side longline tee
and leather jacket in
Beverly Hills

Seth Rogen signs on
to play Steven
Spielberg's favorite
uncle in a new film
inspired by the
director's own
childhood
Raye sends
temperatures soaring as
she puts her hourglass
curves on full display in
baby blue lingerie
he singer, 22, turned up
the heat in pastel blue
Jo Wood had a dream
about her brother Paul
the night he passed
away from Covid and
reveals her sister Lize
also nearly died from
the virus

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
Soleil Moon Frye
after fall
reunites with childhood

v

pal Brian Austin Green
in first public sighting
since debuting her Hulu
doc Kid 90

'I've got a lot of love
for him': Denise Van
Outen speaks out on
mending her rift with
The Big Breakfast costar Johnny Vaughan
after a 20-year feud
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CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Ruined lives,
devastated families and
the secret shame of
football
Heartbreaking
EXCLUSIVE Gwyneth
Paltrow and Brad
Falchuk rebuild massive
Montecito mansion...
where A-list neighbors
include Meghan Markle
& Oprah

Lost alum Jorge
Garcia, 47, is seen in
public for the first time
in over TWO YEARS...
having put weight back
ON after shedding 30lbs
due to health concerns
Britney Spears would
'like to tell her story'
amid conservatorship
battle but has no plans
on doing tell-all TV
interview: 'It's not
something on her radar'
Strictly's Motsi
Mabuse exudes
glamour in a
voluminous feathered
mini dress and thigh
high scarlet boots
Bold look
'We're always underrepresented': Neil
Morrissey claims
working class actors
often lose out on big
roles to their 'Oxbridge'
educated peers
Diplo sells Hollywood
Hills four-bedroom
home for $2.8M in five
days and for more than
asking price
The property is situated in
a hillside setting
Paloma Faith fears her
decade-long career will
end now she's a mother
of two after record label
bosses 'showed signs
of concern'
Fears
Simon Cowell and
Lauren Silverman slip
on their face masks as
they head out for a walk
in Malibu
The duo were seen out
and about
Alessandra Ambrosio
sports business casual

Psaki refuses chic
to say
if Biden
grey linen
blazerwas examined by doc
and pinstripe slacks as
after fall

v

she steps out to grab
lunch in Brentwood
Low-key

'Neither side wants to
give in': Ryan Giggs and
his ex-girlfriend Kate
Greville are 'arguing
over who gets to keep
their dogs' following
split
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Katie Price wears high
heels for the first time
since breaking her feet
in horrifying holiday
accident
Katie looked delighted as
she teetered along
'Never forgotten, miss
you': Jade Goody's
widower Jack Tweed
pays a heartfelt tribute
to the late star as he
marks 12th anniversary
of her death
Jodie Whittaker films
Doctor Who in Liverpool
as fans speculate
former show star
Catherine Tate could
return after she was
'spotted' nearby
Cara Santana gets to
work on her summer
body as she flashes her
trim frame in nude
spandex ahead of a
workout in LA
Stunning
Bernie Ecclestone
says Black Lives Matter
are USING Lewis
Hamilton and insists he
would NOT have
allowed drivers to take
the knee before races
Paloma Faith reveals
she quit The Voice UK
because she felt
'unstable' during secret
IVF treatment and calls
out 'ageist and sexist'
music industry
'Am I doing the right
thing all the time?':
Emma Bunton admits
she suffers with
working mum guilt while
raising Beau, 13, and
Tate, 9
Gwyneth Paltrow says
her 1999 Oscar win was
'overwhelming' and she
'hid for three weeks
afterward'
Paltrow was 26 when she
took home the award
Pregnant Christina
Milian looks sensational
as she shows off her
baby bump in a taupe
jumper and mini skirt
The AM To PM singer, 39,
commanded attention
Frankie Jonas spent
'many years' dealing
with suicidal thoughts
Psaki refuses before
to say
if Biden was
seeking
treatment for drug and
after fall
alcohol addiction

examined by doc

v

'I'm bursting for a
wee!' This Morning's
Holly Willoughby and
Phillip Schofield spark
chaos with odd
outbursts as they
interrupt James Martin
Kate Lawler jokes that
she's going grey five
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weeks after becoming
a mum as she sweetly
reveals her baby girl
Noa has smiled at her
for the first time

Survivor host Jeff
Probst announces that
season 41 of the iconic
reality show will resume
production in Fiji
Delayed in March 2020
due to the pandemic
'It had the oldest
audience on TV':
Jeremy Vine believes
Eggheads was a victim
of its own success after BBC ditched show
to court young viewers
Reese Witherspoon
receives 45th birthday
tributes from her son
Deacon as well as
Jennifer Aniston,
Natalie Portman, and
more celeb pals
Cardi B breaks
records as the first
female rapper to have
FIVE No. 1 songs on the
Billboard Hot 100 with
Up: 'I got no words'
Wow
Anna Faris admits
there was
'competitiveness and
comparison' in her
marriage with Chris
Pratt: 'I didn't handle
that very well'
Orlando Bloom
declares he 'doesn't
have enough sex' with
fiancée Katy Perry after
welcoming daughter
Daisy in latest eyepopping revelation
Love Island's Lucie
Donlan sizzles in a sexy
bunny costume as she
displays her
rollerblading skills
The former Love Island
star, 23, looked great
How have Harry &
Meghan lost ANOTHER
right hand woman?
Duke and Duchess'
chief of staff makes
surprise departure after
just 11 months in job

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
after fall

v

SAS Australia's Ant
Middleton and Jason
Fox jet Down Under to
quarantine before
filming - after the chief
instructor was axed
from the British version
Love Island host Laura
Whitmore admits she
hopes the 2021 series
won't be filmed in the
UK... after bosses
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'secured Jersey as a
backup location'

Kelly Brook keeps
things casual in a
cropped shearling
jacket and leggings as
she makes a cheerful
exit from work at Heart
FM
Ellen DeGeneres
'loses a million viewers'
following her toxic
workplace scandal that
led to firings and an
internal investigation

No fear of outfit
repeating here!
Princess Mary stuns in
her recycled designer
favourites as she
speaks about the future
of sustainable fashion
Gigi Hadid cuts a chic
figure in a mustard
trench coat as she takes
her daughter Khai out
for a stroll with one of
her gal pals

Katie Holmes plans to
get political as the star
and producer of biopic
about Watergate
prosecutor Jill WineBanks
One to watch
Jesy Nelson heads out
on a dog walk with her
mother as she makes
her first public outing
since signing a solo
record deal after
quitting Little Mix
Patsy Palmer shares
cryptic message about
'healing' after storming
out of GMB interview
over being billed an
'addict turned wellness
guru'
Katie Price's boyfriend
Carl Woods puts his
Essex home on the
market for £445k as the
couple prepare to
upscale - amid baby
speculation

Psaki refuses to
sayDuff
if Biden
was examined by doc
Hilary
covers up
her baby bump in an
after fall
oversized dress shirt

v

and bicycle shorts while
running errands in LA
The 33-year-old actress
looked chic
ITV is set to launch
glitzy new show
Cooking With The
Stars... after The X
Factor and Britain's Got
Talent were postponed
amid the pandemic
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Love Island's Ellie
Brown sends
temperatures soaring in
pastel green lingerie as
she poses in a series of
racy snaps
Wow
Keanu Reeves is set to
star in and produce an
anime TV series based
on his Brzrkr comic
book for Netflix
Keanu is bringing his new
comic book series
Erika Jayne, 49, is all
smiles as she leaves
lunch after word her
bitter divorce from Tom
Girardi, 81, will play out
on the next season of
RHOBH
'If I was a man, no one
would bat an eyelid':
EastEnders' Kellie
Bright fires back at
criticism for having her
third child at 44 after IVF
treatment
Bindi Irwin confirms
she HASN'T secretly
given birth as she
reveals her due date is
just a week away
Revealed her due date on
Tuesday
'How to ruin your
career!' Our Girl star
Sean Ward is slammed
after joining thousands
of mask-free protesters
for anti-lockdown march
through London
Bella Thorne shares a
look at Benjamin
Mascolo's romantic
proposal which
included a large Marry
Me sign and a heart
made of red roses
Bethenny Frankel, 50,
looks sensational as
she splashes around
during family vacation
with boyfriend Paul
Bernon and daughter
Bryn Hoppy
'It was a gross
experience': TOWIE's
Joey Turner reveals he
was mugged at
knifepoint and says
thug threatened him
with a 'machete'
Prince Andrew spotted
enjoying ride at Windsor
after it was
Psaki refuses Castle
to say
if Biden was
claimed the Queen is
more 'affectionate'
after fall
towards him than Prince
Charles

examined by doc

v

The real reason Zac
Efron's younger brother
Dylan was given an
exemption to enter
Australia - after his
arrival in the country
left locals outraged
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And the Oscar goes
to... anyone? Academy
Awards 'will have NO
host'... as producers are
'making offers' to stars
they hope will help
name winners
Jourdan Dunn
showcases her lithe
figure in a black
bandeau bikini as she
shares a series of
throwback yacht snaps
Wow
Kenya Moore in hot
water over her 'super
problematic' Native
American Halloween
costume on Real
Housewives of Atlanta

Reese Witherspoon
celebrates 45th birthday
on hike with 'favorite
daughter' Ava Phillippe
and their precious
pooches
Out and about
'Thank you for every
minute': Tom Daley, 26,
and husband Dustin
Lance Black, 46, share
loved-up snaps as they
celebrate their eighth
anniversary
Kim Kardashian looks
ready for war in a VERY
sexy camouflage
ensemble amid her
divorce from Kanye
West
Sizzling
Bobby Brown Jr died
aged 28 after
accidentally overdosing
on cocktail of alcohol,
cocaine and fentanyl,
autopsy reveals
Tragic
EXCLUSIVE Made In
Chelsea series 21 FIRST
LOOK: Ollie and Gareth
are loved-up
newlyweds, Miles strips
off, and Sophie gets her
gun out in new scenes

The Crown star
Emerald Fennell signs
on to write DC Comics
heroine movie
Zatanna... after making
history with awards
success
'I'm really proud of my
skin and the scars I've
got': Georgia Toffolo
she'sifaccepted
Psaki refuses says
to say
Biden her
was
acne after cruel trolls
after fall
branded her 'pizza face'

examined by doc

v

Strictly's Nadiya
Bychkova showcases
her jaw-dropping
physique as she goes
for a dip in a black bikini
while soaking up the
sun in Croatia

EXCLUSIVE RHONY
alum Kelly Bensimon,
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52, kisses on-again
beau Nick Stefanov, 42...
12 years after she was
arrested for assaulting
him

Chris Ramsey's wife
Rosie reveals they have
moved into their 'dream
home'... just two
months after second
son Rafe was born
Pregnant Selling
Sunset star Christine
Quinn displays her baby
bump in striking outfits
before going nearly
NUDE for Playboy South
Africa shoot
Jamie Foxx will play
Mike Tyson in limited
series which will span
boxer's life... as Antoine
Fuqua signs on to direct
and Martin Scorsese to
executive produce
Jesy Nelson flaunts
her toned midriff and
ample assets in a white
crop top and
camouflage trousers for
a sizzling selfie at
home
Dani Dyer and
boyfriend Sammy
Kimmence look every
inch the doting parents
as they share a sweet
snap from their walk
with son Santiago
EXCLUSIVE Lisa
Vanderpump reflects on
a year in lockdown with
husband Ken Todd and
gives an update on the
future of Vanderpump
Rules

Damian Lewis warns
old Etonians need to
keep 'precociousness
and confidence' they
leave school with in
check to avoid
becoming arrogant
Kendall Jenner brings
along her own personal
bodyguard with her to
pick up coffee in NYC
as she takes meetings
for modeling work

Psaki refuses to say if Biden was examined by doc
after fall

v

Amanda Seyfried
reveals she 'hangs out'
backstage at the Oscars
so she can 'eat the food'
and watch big stars
'come in'... after landing
first nom for Mank
Emily Atack stresses
the importance of
highlighting 'sexual
harassment blind spots'
on social media after
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receiving abuse from
trolls

Portia de Rossi has
emergency surgery
after being 'rushed' to
hospital with
appendicitis: 'She was
in a lot of pain'
Elsa Hosk poses in a
crop top after vowing to
embrace her 'loose skin
and marks'... four weeks
on from welcoming her
first child

Queen Rania shares
old family photos as she
pays a touching tribute
to her four children on
Instagram to mark
Mother's Day in Jordan
Sweet
Rising country music
star Taylor Dee, 33, dies
in car wreck after her
truck slammed into
barrier when she
missed a turn off a
highway

EXCLUSIVE William
Shatner is spotted
wearing a face mask
emblazoned with his
own name and cartoon
photo of his younger
self

'A few weeks ago, I
wouldn't be lifting up
my top': Gemma Collins
exudes confidence as
she works out in pink
gymwear after losing
three stone
Pregnant Laura
Whitmore jokingly
likens her baby bump to
a basketball as she
admits she 'can't get her
head around the magic'
her body is doing
Yawning Lorraine
Kelly interrupts chaotic
segment to sort out a
leg cramp and a MOUSE
runs across the studio but fans think it's all a
'prank'
Ashley
wowswas examined by doc
Psaki refuses into
sayTisdale
if Biden
a bump-hugging
after fall
white knit leotard... as

v

her due date gets closer

Kate Garraway has
made her home
wheelchair accessible
and installed a hospital
bed for husband Derek
Draper's return from
hospital amid Covid
battle
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Marquess of Bute who
wowed crowds as
racing driver Johnny
Dumfries dies aged 62
'from cancer'
Sad news

Kylie Jenner shows off
a Prada hat while in a
Bentley for fun
throwback snap... after
being falsely accused of
not doing enough for a
makeup artist
Mighty Ducks star
Shaun Weiss was NOT
asked to be included in
reboot but is hopeful for
eventual return... as he
continues sobriety after
years of meth abuse
Vanderpump Rules vet
Jax Taylor receives a
baby blue blanket for
his soon-to-be-born
son... after pregnant
wife Brittany Cartwright
takes a swim
Vogue Williams takes a
walk on the wild side in
leopard print leggings
as she steps out on a
family stroll with son
Theodore and her
brother
Jersey Shore star
Jenni 'JWoww' Farley,
35, goes from makeupfree to marvelous with a
new filter... but then tells
fans 'don't do this cr*p
to your pics'
The Queen appoints
Prince William as her
representative to the
General Assembly of
the Church of Scotland as SNP unveils plans
for a second
independence
referendum
Pregnant Georgia
Kousoulou displays her
growing baby bump in a
cream jumpsuit as she
joins glam co-star Ella
Rae Wise for TOWIE
filming

Today's headlines

Most Read

'It was brace, brace, brace!': Mike Tindall
reveals moment wife Zara gave birth to a
baby boy in the...

Psaki refuses to
after fall

Hundreds of desperate Irish citizens try to
book jabs in NORTHERN Ireland as EU
saystandoff
if Biden
was over...
examined by doc
with Britain
'Europe is NOT a warzone': Priti Patel
vows 'boomerang' deportations for
migrants who are smuggled through...

v

Children 'will be vaccinated from August with
up to 11 million under 18s inoculated by the
start of the...
PROFESSOR BRENDAN WREN: Britain
cannot be held to ransom by the vaccine
refuseniks who risk a third wave
'It's because of greed, my friends': Boris
Johnson says UK left EU trailing in its wake
over Covid vaccines...
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EU is to double down on jab export ban:
Brussels plans to ramp up threats to
block vaccines to the UK... and...
Meet Harry's new boss: Better Up CEO tells
how they 'crafted Chief Impact Officer role
together' after...
'Marrying my black husband made me
realise I was racist': Harry and Meghan's
new strategist says she...
SARAH VINE: If Meghan Markle was wrong
about the wedding, how can we believe
anything else in her Oprah...
Mega ship blocking the Suez Canal after
running aground could cause
'catastrophic delays' to food and...
Masked gang pretending to be police
complete with caps, handcuffs and warrant
cards steal £20,000 cash in...
Do YOU dread sex with your partner?
Tracey Cox shares some sneaky tricks to
help reboot even the lowest...
'I've grieved for him': Kate Garraway fears
she might have to 'fall in love again' with
Covid stricken Derek...
Kate Garraway is warned Covid stricken
husband Derek Draper could remain in
hospital until DECEMBER - as he...
CHRISTOPHER STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Even when she's exhausted,
brave Kate looks unstoppable
Pair are charged with killing woman, 24,
with Down's syndrome by neglect after
she was found starved to...
Alex Salmond's 'harassment' accuser says
she has been 'left to swim' following inquiry
and was 'basically...
FBI searches the Syrian-born Boulder
gunman's $800K family home: More
Facebook posts surface of the...
Oxford-educated QC, 49, who was in charge
of dog that fatally injured Freddie the seal in
savage Thames-side...
Bridesmaid is furious at being asked to
pay £250 for a hen party on top of £390 for
a dress, wedding travel...
Large Hadron Collider scientists 'are on the
verge of proving Standard Model of physics is
WRONG' in 'heart...
Oscar-nominated actor and The
Goldbergs star George Segal dies at age
87 'due to complications from bypass...
ASK TONY: Will we face a nasty tax bill if we
gift our daughter the £156,000 house she and
her family have...
Parents of teenage motorcyclist Harry
Dunn will finally hear face-to-face legal
testimony from their son's...
The tyranny of the woke mob has made me
realise how the Nazis came to power:
Laurence Fox was born into...
Brexit showed that BBC is full of
'metropolitan bias' and is 'detached' from
many viewers, Boris Johnson...
Who gave BBC bully boys a licence to
terrorise? An 85-year-old with dementia is
hounded on her doorstep and...
Rotherham child sexual abuse survivor
Sammy Woodhouse says 'monster' gang
ringleader treated her like 'dead...

Psaki refuses to
after fall

Second homes tax break blitz: Owners of a
second property who claim benefits by
it as a
holiday...
sayclassing
if Biden
was
examined by doc
Aldi brings back its sell-out £40 pizza
oven in time for post-lockdown garden
gatherings - along with a...

v

How likely IS a holiday to Europe this
summer? Spain gets set to lift restrictions for
UK travellers on...
PROFESSOR SIR CHRISTOPHER EVANS:
Mobile app 'Freedom passports' could
bring the end of lockdowns and return...
Wizened, sombre, all bluster gone... as
though the ghosts of his future had visited all
at once: HENRY...
Brazil's daily coronavirus deaths pass
3,000 for the first time - as President
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Bolsonaro sparks fury by...
BT rewards nearly 60,000 frontline
workers with a £1,500 bonus for their
efforts during the pandemic but...
The crash vs our cash: Some saw savings
swell but others got crushed and the
economy sank while house prices...
Lung cancer referrals fell by a THIRD during
the Covid pandemic: Expert blames No10's
stay at home message...
Older, wiser but what a price we've paid:
Johnson, Whitty and Vallance confess
how little they knew when...
Is it wise to book a foreign trip and what is a
'reasonable excuse' to travel? As Boris
Johnson hints at...
Travel agency TUI to close 48 more high
street stores after government announces
travellers will face a...
Warning 'thousands' of NHS staff will leave
unless they get 'decompression time' to cope
with 'enormous'...
Pfizer launches first clinical trial of a PILL
to treat COVID-19 that prevents the virus
from making copies...
Stepfather, 46, dies from cancer after
treatment that may have saved his life was
cancelled due to Covid...
COVID-19 survivors' immunity could last
DECADES for some - but it only last days
for others and 11% never...
Britain lights up to remember the Covid dead:
Nation pays tribute with candles on doorsteps
and shining...
Riot police arrest 14 during ANOTHER
night of Bristol violence as officers on
horseback and with dogs clash...
Lewis Hamilton backs move for drivers to
STOP taking the knee before each race - as
new guidelines are...
Nearly 200,000 Britons are using £20
'cannabis cards' that are available without
a prescription and allow...
Interior Design Masters viewers are blown
away by 'stunning' £6,000 makeover of a
'girls' getaway' holiday...
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